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PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT OVERVIEW:
The contract "Advanced Studies of Electromagnetic Scattering" (under Cooperative
Agreement NCC3-273) was awarded to the University of Texas at Austin in July 1992.
The objective of the project is to develop and extend the ISAR (inverse synthetic aperture
radar) image simulation capabilities of the ray-shooting code Xpatch. The total amount
awarded, $20,000 + $40,000 = $60,000, covers the period from July 1, 1992 to April 15,
1994.
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SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In radar signature applications it is often desirable to generate the range profiles and
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images of a target. They can be used either as
identification tools to distinguish and classify the target from a collection of possible
targets, or as diagnostic/design tools to pinpoint the key scattering centers on the target.
The simulation of synthetic range profiles and ISAR images is usually a time intensive task
and computation time is of prime importance. Our research has been focused on the
development of fast simulation algorithms for range profiles and ISAR images using the
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method.
The shooting and bouncing ray method is a high frequency electromagnetic
simulation technique for predicting the radar returns from realistic aerospace vehicles and
the scattering by complex media. The basic idea behind the SBR method is very simple.
Given the geometrical description of a target, a large set of geometrical optics rays is shot
towards the target. Rays are traced according to the laws of geometrical optics as they
bounce around the target. At the exit point of each ray, a ray-tube integration is performed
to sum up its contribution to the total scattered field. While the basic idea behind the SBR
methodology is simple, when combined with CAD tools for geometrical modeling and fast
ray-tracing algorithms developed in computer graphics, this technique becomes a very
powerful tool for characterizing the scattering from large, complex targets. One such
development is the general-purpose SBR code, Xpatch, which is currently used by the Air
Force and the aerospace industry in programs related to target identification and low-
observable vehicle design.
During the duration of this project, we have developed a series of fast schemes for
Xpatch to speed up range profile computation and ISAR image simulation. First, we have
developed the theory and implementation of using bistatic data for ISAR image formation.
The major computation time for Xpatch can be attributed to two parts: geometrical ray
tracing and electromagneticcomputation. The latter includes the computationof the
geometricalopticsfield associatedwith eachrayandtheraytubeintegrationalgorithm. As
thecomplexityandsizeof thetargetincreasestheray tracingtime canbecomeadominant
portion of the total computationtime. In the usualpracticewheremonostaticdataare
utilized to generateISAR images,theray tracingportionof thecodeis executedfor every
look angle. Bistaticscatteredfield data,on theotherhand,is cheaperto acquire,sinceray
tracing is performed once for the incident direction and only the electromagnetics
calculationis neededfor every look angle. We havederivedtheprinciple of thebistatic
imaging algorithm. The ISAR imageof the scatteringtargetcan be reconstructedvia
Fourierinversionof thebistaticfar field dataunderthephysicalopticsapproximation.The
sliceof Fourierdatacollectedunderthebistaticconditionis acircle shiftedfrom thecenter
by the incidentwavevector. To generatetheISAR imageusingtheFFT algorithm, the
bistaticdataneedto beinterpolatedontoarectangulargrid. ISAR imagesgeneratedusing
the Xpatch data for various targets have been studied. We find that when multiple
scattering contributions are small, the ISAR images generated via the bistatic arrangement
bear excellent fidelity to their monostatic counterpart.
In a separate development we have derived a closed form time-domain ray-tube
integration formula for the computation of the time-domain response (or range profile) of a
conducting target. This formula gives the explicit contribution of each exit ray in the time
domain. Therefore, by summing the contribution from each ray in the time domain
directly, the overall time-domain response of the target can be obtained without resorting to
any multi-frequency calculations. Furthermore, by utilizing the bistatic imaging scheme
derived earlier, we have also extended the above idea to two-dimensional ISAR image
formation. A closed form image-domain ray-tube integration formula has been derived that
gives the contribution of each ray to the overall ISAR image directly, without resorting to
any multi-frequency, multi-aspect calculations.
Finally, wehavefound thatthe form of the time-domainandimage-domainray-
tube integration formula can be re-written as a convolution betweena non-uniformly
sampledimpulse train and a time-domain or image-domainray spreadfunction. To
perform the convolution by the fast Fourier transform algorithm, the non-uniformly
sampledimpulse train canbe first interpolatedonto a uniformly sampledgrid using a
schemeproposedby T. D. Sullivan. Usingthe Sullivan scheme,a speedgainof a factor
of 30 is achievedover thedirectconvolution in rangeprofile computationandafactor of
180in ISAR imageformationfor atypicalaircraftatX-band.
In addition,wehaveimplementedfastcomputationof thefirst-bounce(or physical
optics) return using the time-domainz-buffer technique. We have alsodevelopedthe
adaptiveray tracingschemeproposedby M. Badenof GeorgiaTech. Theideais that for
thoserayswhichcanbeinferredfrom neighboringrays,it is not necessaryto tracethemat
all. As theray-tracingtime grows asthe squareof the operatingfrequency,the Baden
schemebecomesquite usefulfor signaturesimulationin the35and94 GHzranges,asthe
percentageof predictableraysbecomeslarge.
In summary,we havedevelopeda seriesof fast schemesfor Xpatch to speed up
range profile computation and ISAR image formation. Our most significant achievement to
date is the reduction of the range profile and image formation time, for a realistic airplane at
X-band, to less than one hour on the Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation. In particular,
the image formation time we have achieved is more than two orders of magnitude (i.e.,
over 120 hours) less than that of the standard frequency-aspect image formation process
(see Fig. 1). Both the resulting range profile and the image quality have also been shown
to bear excellent fidelity to the standard formation methods. All of the new features we
have developed to date have been incorporated into the latest version of Xpatch3, which is
due to be released in the fall of 1994.
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Fig. 1. Time performance of Xpatch3 for ISAR image formation. The time shown is
for a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation with an R3000 CPU. The R4000
CPU is approximately a factor of two faster.
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Abstract In this report, we present a rederivation of the time-domain ray-tube integration
scheme proposed by Jeng and Lee [1]. Our new derivation and subsequent implementation
of the new formula corrects the inaccuracies which exist in the current version of Xpatch3,
Version 1. Using the new corrected Xpatch3, exact agreement with the data generated by
Xpatchl is achieved for the target "turkey" and "vlold". In addition, we show time
improvement on the Silicon Graphics for "vlold" from 7.4 hours using Xpatchl (all
bounces by SBR) to 1.6 hours using Xpatch3. Further time improvements in Xpatch3 can
be anticipated if the first bounce contribution can be computed by time domain physical
optics utilizing the z-buffer.
This work is supported by NASA Grant NCC 3-273.
21. INTRODUCTION
In the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) technique, the scattered field is usually
computed in the frequency domain. The scattered field at one frequency is calculated as the
sum of individual ray contributions at that frequency. To generate the range profile, the
scattered field must be computed over a band of frequencies. Then by inverse Fourier
transforming the resulting data, the demodulated time-domain return, or the range profile,
can be obtained. This concept is described by the following expression:
s (co) } (1)ES(t)= F.T.'I{ _ E i
i rays
This is the philosophy adopted in the code Xpatchl.
Recently, Jeng and Lee [1] reported a closed form expression for the time-domain
response contributed by each exit ray. The summation of this contribution over all rays
then results directly in the range prof'tle:
s (t) (2)ES(t) = _ E i
i rays
where E_(t) is the closed form time-domain formula for each ray. Subsequent
implementation of this idea is now in the code Xpatch3. However, the accuracy of the
calculated range profile using Xpatch3 does not agree very well with that generated using
Xpatchl, which is considered as the reference standard. Furthermore, the time-domain
sampling requirement in computing (2) is quite dense, with the required At being
proportional to the reciprocal of the center frequency (10 GHz).
In this report, we present a rederivation of the time-domain ray-tube integration
scheme of Jeng and Lee. Our new derivation and subsequent implementation of the new
formula corrects the inaccuracies which exist in the current version of Xpatch3, Version 1.
Using the new corrected Xpatch3, exact agreement with the data generated by Xpatchl is
achievedfor thetarget"turkey" and"vlold". Thederivationof thetime-domainformulais
cardedout in Sec.2, followed by severalnumericalexamplesandtiming resultsin Sec.3.
We will discusshowthecomputationtimeof Xpatch3canbefurtherreducedin See.4.
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42. TIME-DOMAIN RAY-TUBE INTEGRATION FORMULA
We will now derive the time-domain ray-tube integration formula in the SBR
technique. At an observation point (r,0,t_) the frequency domain scattered far field is given
by
e-jkr ^ ^
E(co,O,(_) = _ (0A o + CA,) (3a)
where the explicit expression for E(co,0,¢) was derived in [2] and takes on the form
= (3b)
A¢ Be
all rays
In the above expression, B0,B 0 are related to the aperture electric and magnetic fields
associated with the ray tube, S(0,¢)is the ray-tube shape function (which is usually
assumed to be unity), (AA).itis the exit ray-tube cross section and r A is the position
vector of the last hit point on the scatterer for the ray. Assuming that the scatterer is
perfectly conducting, we can factor out the explicit frequency dependence in B0,B _ as
Bo = fl(Eap'Hap '_'0'(_) e'J°_c (4)
B¢= f2(Eap,H p,_,O,¢) e'J_ac
where di is the total distance traveled by the ith ray. Substituting them in (3b) and replacing
k by co/c, we obtain an expression where the the overall frequency dependence is explicitly
indicated:
[A°) =_A¢ 2--_ f2jc° [ l] (AA)c,a, S(O,¢)eJC°(di "'k'rA)/C
all ny$
(5)
5We shall lump all the frequency independent terms into a new vector C(0,¢) and rewrite the
field as (while suppressing the [exp(-jkr)/r] factor):
E((0,0,¢)= E C(0'_)(_--_e)e'J4 (6)
i
ill rays
where
[f']CCO,@) = t"2 (AA),_ sCO,@)
and d i' = d i - "k'r A. To generate the time domain expression for the scattered field, we take
the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency domain data with bandwidth Ao_ and center
frequency oo:
too÷
E(t,e,¢) = (2-J_--)f ECc0,e,¢) cj°' de0
mo - ,_a_2
(7)
Denoting sine (u) = sin(u)/u and sinc'(u) = d(sinc(u))/du = (-sine(u) + cos(u))/u, we arrive
at a closed form expression for the time-domain scattered field:
.d.'
ECt,e,¢) = cj°o' _. CCe,¢) (_-_-) e'J_-_ * •
2_c
i
all rays
, ¢0 sinc(-_- (t--_J- ))• -_--AOsinc(_-_ (t- _)) + " °J_-_- (8)
The above closed form expression is in the form of (2) and is the desired expression for
numerical implementation.
The time domain technique has been implemented in Xpatch3. Our implementation
strategy is as follows. For a given target, we first choose a range window [-R/2,+R/2],
6where zero range corresponds to the chosen origin of the target and R is roughly twice the
size of the target. We then divide the range window into N equally spaced bins with
binwidth Ar = R/N and
rn = Ar (n-l), n = 1,2 ...... N+I (9)
The binwidth is user chosen but should be no greater than (0.15m / bandwidth in GHz) to
ensure enough sampling in the time domain. To make the implementation more efficient,
we precompute and store the function W(tn), which is defined as
W(tn ) = (Am)_ 14z:['4-O-sinc'(__ tn) + j mo2nsinc(-4O-'2 tn) } (10)
where tn = 2 rn/C. The magnitude of the time-domain scattered field, which is exactly the
desired range profile, can be rewritten in terms of W(tr0 as
I ,to00,1=[E
all rays
(11)
In the implementation, once d' i for the ith ray is obtained following the ray tracing, we can
look up the precomputed table of W and updating each range bin by the appropriate value.
Note that d'i determines the amount of time (or range) shift there is in placing W into the
range bins. The cumulative sum of all the rays will give the required range profile. We can
also Fourier transform the data to generate the frequency response. Two differences are
noted here when comparing the present time-domain implementation to the incorrect
Version 1 implementation of the time-domain formula. First, complex algebra is used.
Second, the required time-domain sampling in the new formulation is proportional to the
reciprocal of the bandwidth (2 GHz). This is in contrast to the old implementation where
the time sampling must be proportional to the reciprocal of the center frequency (10 GHz).
Thenewschemeallowsa muchcoarser time sampling to be used due to the factorization of
the carrier modulation exp(jo_0t) in (8).
83. RESULTS
Two numerical examples are presented next to demonstrate the accuracy and
computation time of the time-domain technique. The range profile for "turkey" has been
generated in the time domain using a range window of 90 inches, a center frequency of 10
GHz and a bandwidth of 4 GHz. Fig. 1 compares the range profile generated by the
revised Xpatch3 to that generated by Xpatchl. The two results show excellent agreement.
By Fourier transforming the time domain data from Xpatch3, we can also easily generate
the frequency domain response. This result is shown in Fig. 2. The frequency domain
data generated from Xpatchl is also plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison. The agreement
between Xpatch3 and Xpatchl is again excellent. Figs. 3 and 4 show respectively the time
domain and frequency domain data generated by Xpatch3 and Xpatchl for "vlold". A
range window of 900 inches, a center frequency of 10 GHz and a bandwidth of 2 GHz are
used in generating the data. Again, very good agreement between the two results is
observed for this much more complex target.
In Table 1, a run time comparison between the code Xpatch 1 and Xpatch3 on our
Silicon Graphics Indigo XS-24 (R3000) is tabulated. For "turkey", the run time of
Xpatch3 is 4.8 minutes versus 9.6 minutes for Xpatchl. For "vlold" the run time of
Xpatch3 is 1.6 hours versus 7.4 hours for Xpatchl. The time saving of using Xpatch3
over Xpatchl is a factor of 2 for "turkey" and a factor of almost 5 for "vlold". It is
important to point out here that in generating the Xpatch 1 results, we have computed all
bounces by SBR. This is a "fair" comparison in that Xpatch3 also computes all bounces
by SBR and a direct comparison in both run time and accuracy can be made. If we use the
option of computing the first bounce by physical optics in Xpatch 1, the run time is greatly
reduced to 2.5 hours. This implies that if we can implement the time-domain physical
optics feature (using either software or hardware based z-buffer), the run time of Xpatch3
can be further reduced. This projection is indicated in Table 2. Further discussion on the
computation time will be made in Sec. 4.
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TABLE1
Turkey
Vlold
xpatchl
(all bounce by SBR)
9.7 min
7.4 hrs
xpatch3
4.8 min
1.6 hrs
TABLE2
xpatchl
xpatch3
All bounce by SBR 1st bounce by PO Approximations
Nausbaum
7.4 hrs
1.6 hrs
2.5 hrs
< 1 hr.**
1.3 hrs
Truncate W(t)
< 0.5 hr. **
** To be implemented.
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4. IDEA FOR ACHIEVING FURTHER REDUCTION IN RUN TIME
The computation time for the time-domain technique can be divided into two parts:
ray-tracing time for computing d'i and time to update the contribution of each ray to the N
range bins. Step 2 is directly proportional to the number of range bins we need to update.
Fig. 5 shows a plot of IW(t)l vs. t for a center frequency of 10 GHz and a bandwidth of 4
GHz. It is evident that IW(t)l decays very much like a sine function and becomes relatively
small (30 dB below the main lobe) after about 10 sidelobes. If we update only M bins for
each ray, where M is the range extent of W with 10 sidelobes, substantial time savings in
step 2 can be achieved. Of course as we decrease the number of sidelobes the dynamic
range over which the range profile is accurate also decreases. This is demonstrated in Figs.
6 and 7 for the target "turkey". In Fig. 6, the Xpatch3 range profile is obtained by
updating only 4 sidelobes of W (or a total of 9 lobes) for each ray. We notice the error in
truncating W. The run time for Xpatch3 is reduced from 4.8 minutes to 3.6 minutes. Fig.
7 shows the improvement in the accuracy as we go out to 10 sidelobes (or a total of 21
lobes). The run time is 4 minutes. We find that 10 sidelobes give a 40 dBsm dynamic
range in the range profile, but the exact number of sidelobes needed will depend on the
required accuracy as well as the target.
Fig. 8 shows thc frequency domain data generated from Fourier transforming the
time domain data in Fig. 7. In comparison with the Xpatchl data, we observe that there is
good agreement in the middle of the frequency band from around 8.5-11.5 GHz, and the
inaccuracy caused by truncating W exists mainly near the two band edges. Wc can easily
understand this edge noise as follows. Since the original frequency domain data are
assumed to be band-limited, the time-domain range profile is, strictly speaking, of infinite
extent. When the range profile is truncated in time, Gibb's phenomenon will occur in the
frequency domain. In conjunction with the FFT operation we use to perform thc Fourier
transform, aliasing noise can be expected at the two edges of the frequency band. Usually
this edge noise is not noticeable if a large enough range window is calculated in the time
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domain. However, when W(t) is truncated in the time domain, the range profile is
truncated to zero outside the range where rays can arrive. Consequently, the edge noise
becomes significant. We have attempted to use windowing in the frequency domain to
alleviate this problem but the results were not satisfactory.
Fig. 9 shows the range profile of "vlold" computed by truncating W to 10
sidelobes. The computation time for Xpatch3 is reduced from 1.6 hours to 1.45 hours.
The optimum choice of the number of sidelobes to include in the computation of the range
profiles will depend on the user's requirement for accuracy and time, since these two
requirements are contradictory. A timing study for "turkey" is shown in Fig. 10. The
more we truncate W(t), the fewer the number of bins to be updated, and the smaller the
overall computation time. We observe the expected linear variation between the number of
bins to be updated and the overall computation time. It is up to the user to decide how
much accuracy can be sacrificed for the reduction in computation time. The role of the
present truncation approximation in Xpatch3 can perhaps be best described as being
analogous to the role of the Nausbaum method in Xpatchl. The reduction in run time is
achieved at the expense of some degradation in accuracy. This analogy is indicated in
Table 2.
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range bins to be updated and total computation time.
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Fig. 10. Timing study for the turkey.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this report, we presented a rederivation of the time-domain ray-tube integration
scheme proposed by Jeng and Lee [1]. Our new derivation and subsequent implementation
of the new formula corrected the inaccuracies which exist in the current version of
Xpatch3, Version 1. Using the new corrected Xpatch3, exact agreement with the data
generated by Xpatchl was achieved for the target "turkey" and "vlold". In addition, we
showed time improvement on the Silicon Graphics for "vlold" from 7.4 hours using
Xpatchl (all bounces by SBR) to 1.6 hours using Xpatch3. Further time improvements in
Xpatch3 can be anticipated if the first bounce contribution can be computed by time domain
physical optics utilizing the z-buffer. In addition, if some accuracy can be sacrificed,
further computation time reduction can be achieved by truncating the ray contribution
function W in the time domain. This truncation will result, however, in edge noise in the
frequency domain.
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Abstract A simple image-domain ray-tube integration formula is presented to efficiently
compute the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) image of a complex target by the
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) technique. Contrary to the conventional approach where
the ISAR image is obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the computed scattered field
data over frequency and aspect, this new formula gives the contribution of each ray to the
overall ISAR image directly. Under the small angle approximation and utilizing the
bistatic-monostatic equivalence, the image-domain ray-tube integration formula is
determined in closed form. Simulation results using the SBR-based code "Xpatch" show
that the direct image domain method results in good image quality and superior time
performance when compared to the conventional frequency-aspect approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method is a high frequency electromagnetic
simulation technique for predicting the radar returns from realistic aerospace vehicles and
the scattering by complex media [1]-[4]. The basic idea behind the SBR method is very
simple. Given the geometrical description of a target, a large set of geometrical optics rays
is shot towards the target (Fig. 1). Rays are traced according to the laws of geometrical
optics as they bounce around the target. At the exit point of each ray, a ray-tube integration
is performed to sum up its contribution to the total scattered field [5]. While the basic idea
behind the SBR methodology is simple, when combined with CAD tools for geometrical
modeling and fast ray-tracing algorithms developed in computer graphics, this technique
becomes a very general tool for characterizing the scattering from large, complex targets.
One such development is the general-purpose SBR code, Xpatch [6], [7], which is
currently used by the Air Force and the aerospace industry in programs related to target
identification and low-observable vehicle design. In this work, we will address the issue
of fast inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) image formation using SBR-based codes
such as Xpatch.
The ISAR image of a target is a powerful visualization tool that is often used to
pinpoint key scattering centers on a target in radar signature studies [8]. ISAR image
formation is typically achieved by utilizing the monostatic scattered field data, obtained
through either measurement or numerical simulation, over a finite range of look angles and
frequencies. From numerical simulation point of view, this is usually a rather time-
consuming process. For SBR-based calculations, the angular scan is a particularly
expensive operation, since for every new look angle on the target a new set of rays must be
launched and traced through the target. To alleviate this problem, we have recently utilized
bistatic scattered field data to obtain the ISAR image [9]. Since ray tracing is performed
once for the incident direction and only the ray-tube integration is needed for every look
angle, the bistatic image formation scheme results in time savings. In a separate
development,aclosedform time-domainray-tubeintegrationformulawasrecentlyderived
for the fast computationof the time-domainresponse(or rangeprofile) of a conducting
target [10],[11]. This formula givestheexplicit contributionof eachexit ray in thetime
domain. Therefore, by summing the contribution from eachray in the time domain
directly, theoverall time domainresponseof thetargetcanbeobtainedwithoutresortingto
anymulti-frequencycalculations:
ES(t)= '_ E s (t) (1)
1
i rays
where E_(t) is the closed form time-domain formula for each ray given in [ 11 ]. In this
work, we shall show that the time domain concept can be further extended, with the aid of
the bistatic imaging scheme in [9], to directly compute, in closed form, the contribution of
each ray to the overall ISAR image of a target.
To illustrate our idea, we first note that in the conventional image formation
process, the scattered field must be computed over a band of frequencies and angles.
Subsequently, by inverse Fourier transforming the resulting two-dimensional data, the
ISAR image of the target, O(x,z), can be obtained [12],[13]. This concept is described by
the following expression:
O(x,z) = F.T.t { _ E](_,O) } (2)
i rays
where the quantity in the parentheses is the total scattered field at frequency co and aspect 0
and is obtained through the summation over all exit rays. By interchanging the order of the
inverse Fourier transform and the ray summation,, the ISAR image can be formed by:
O(x,z) = _ Oi(x,z) (3)
i rays
where Oi(x,z) is the contribution of each exit ray to the ISAR image. It is Oi(x,z) for
which we shall derive a closed form expression. The detailed derivation of this formula
will bepresented in Section 2. In Section 3 simulation results using the new image-domain
method will be compared against the conventional frequency-aspect approach for various
targets. Time performance between the two methods will also be discussed.
52. RAY-TUBE INTEGRATION FORMULA
Before deriving the new image-domain formula, we will first summarize the
frequency-domain ray-tube integration formula previously derived in [5]. The scattered far
field from a target in the frequency domain at an observation point (r,0,_p) can be written as:
ES(_,0,_) = _ (0A 0 + ¢A¢) (4)
where k=o3/c. When the SBR method is used, the contribution of the exiting rays to the
scattered field is given by:
= (AA)_t S(0,4p) eJkrA
At) i r.ys B_
(5)
In the above expression, r A is the position vector of point A where the ray-tube integration
is carried out. Point A is usually chosen to be the last hit point on the target for the ray (see
Fig. 2). (AA)_,at is the cross section of the exit ray tube at A and S(0,_) is the shape
function corresponding to the radiation pattern from the ray tube. S(0,4p) can usually be
assumed to be unity if the ray tube area is sufficiently small, since the radiation from the ray
tube will be nearly isotropic. B0,B_, are explicitly related to the aperture fields at A as:
B 0 = 0.5[ -SlCOS 0 E3- s2sin 4pE3 + s3(cos 4pE1 + sin 4pE2)]
+ 0.5 Zo[sl(cos 0 sin _ H3 + sin 0 H2)
+ s2(-sin 0 Ht - cos 0 cos 4pH3) + s3(cos 0 cos 4pH2- cos 0 sin _pHI)] (6)
B 0 = 0.5[sl(cos 0 sin 4pE3 + sin 0 E2) + s2(-sin (1 El - cos 0 cos 4pE3)
+ s3(cos 0 cos _ E2 - cos 0 sin 4pEl)]
+ 0.5 Zo[slcos _ H3 + s2sin _pH3 + s3(-cos d? H1 - sin 4pH2)] (7)
Jwhere E(A) = Elx" + E2_ + E3'z and H(A) = H1 x" + H2_ + H3_ are respectively the electric
and magnetic field associated with each ray at A, and _ = stY" + s2_ + s3_. is the exit ray
direction.
To derive an image-domain ray-tube integration formula, we will first choose the
image plane as the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 3. Note that this is done without any loss of
generality since the target can always be rotated to conform to the present image
coordinates. Because it is computationally expensive to generate monostatic data using the
SBR method, the bistatic imaging scheme is preferred [9]. We will collect bistatic scattered
field data about the z-axis, i.e., with the incident wave from the -z direction and with a
series of observations made at _ = 0 and over a set of small look angles about 0 = 0.
Under the bistatic scenario where the incident direction is fixed, the ray paths and the
associated ray fields remain unchanged for the different observations angles. Furthermore,
for small 0 we can approximate cos0=l and sin0--0 and Bo,B ¢ reduce to:
B 0 = (-SlE3 + s3EI -s2ZoH3 + s3ZoH2) + 0(SlZoH2 - s2ZoHI) (8)
B_, = (-s2E3 + s3E2 +SlZoH3 - s3ZoH1) + 0(SlE2 - s2E1) (9)
Assuming the target is perfectly conducting we can factor out the explicit frequency
dependence in B0,B 0 as follows:
ao = ((-s,E'3+ s3E' -s2Zoff3+ s3ZoH'2)÷ 0(s ZoI-I'2- s2ZoI-I'l))e-jk, i (10)
B0 = ((-s2E' 3 + s3E' 2 -SlZoH' 3 + s3ZoH'I) + 0(slE' 2 - s2E'I) ) e-jkdi (1 1)
where di is the total distance traveled by the i'th ray to the last hit point on the target and the
primed field quantities have no frequency dependence. From eqns. (10) and (11) we see
that Bo,B 0 take on the form
Bo, 0 = (ct + 013) e-jkdi (12)
In the rest of the derivation we will use the form in eqn. (12) to represent Bo, 0 , with the
subscript denoting the appropriate polarization.
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With the explicit angular and frequency dependence of the scattered field in hand,
we will now proceed to the imaging algorithm. The ISAR image and the bistatic scattered
field are related through a two-dimensional Fourier transform [9]:
___L__ II O0 _(kx,kz) e _ _" e_'z dkx dkzO0.$(x,z) = (2n) 2
S
(13)
where O0.,(x,z) is the ISAR image of the target and O0,,(kx,kz) is the range-corrected
scattered field given by
;2
|
O0,¢_(kx,kz) = 4nr E_, (14)
-jk e "J_' 0.$
Under the bistatic condition, the two-dimensional k-space integration in (13) is performed
over the shaded area S shown in Fig. 4. The k-space is accessed by stepping the frequency
from kmin to kmax and the observation angle from -0o to 0o. By substituting eqns. (4), (5)
and (14) in eqn. (13) we get (with S(0,d_) set to 1):
O°'¢_ (x'z) = - --1--2/_2i r_ays II BO,¢_(t_h_t)cxit eJk'r^ e'jk,xe'jk, z dkx dkz (15)
s
We will next evaluate the double integration in closed form under the small 0
approximation. As is shown in Fig. 4, under the small-angle imaging condition the area S
is nearly rectangular and kx and kz can be approximated as kx -- 1%0, and k z _- 2k,
where 1%= (kmax + kmin)/2 • The differentials can hence be written as dk x = 1%d0 and
dkz=2dk. Similarly, the wave vector k can be approximated as
k = k[(_ cos $ + _ sin qb) sin 0 + _ cos 0] = 1%0_" +k_.. Consequently, we can rewrite
k.r A = ko0 xi"_ + k zi_ where (x i, zi) are the coordinates of the last hit point on the target.
Substituting these approximations and eqn. (12) into eqn. (15) we get:
l 8
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00. _ (x,z) -
Oo
_-'2i rays
kum -o o
(cz+0[3) e "jk°°(xxi) dO) (16)
The above integrations can be easily carried out analytically. Denoting sinc (u) = sin(u)/u
and sinc'(u) = d(sinc(u))/du = (-sinc(u) + cos(u))/u, we arrive at a closed form expression
for the ISAR image of the target in terms of the exit ray field:
k
oo. ,(x,z)=-
i rays
d.- Z.
{Ak e "jk°(2z+di'zi) sinc[Ak(z +---_)] } •
2 i
• { 2a0 ° sinc[ko0o(X-Xi) ] + 2jl30 ° sinc [ko0o(X-Xi)] } (17)
The above expression is in the form of (3) and gives the explicit contribution of each ray to
the ISAR image. Several remarks are in order: (i) We have utilized the bistatic
configuration to arrive at the image-domain formula. The monostatic ISAR image is often
the more desirable result. However, for small-angle imaging, the equivalence between the
monostatic and bistatic configuration is a simple one, i.e., the ISAR image generated from
(17) should be equivalent to the ISAR image generated using monostatic data with the same
frequency bandwidth and half the angular window from -00/2 to 00/2. Detailed
discussions on the image quality generated under the two configurations can be found in
[9], [12] and [14]. In Section 3, we will make direct comparisons between the bistatic
image generated from (17) and the monostatic image generated from conventional
frequency-aspect data. (ii) The quantity in the second parentheses in (17) contains both a
sinc and a sinc' term. However, the sinc term is of order 00 while the sinc' term is of
order 003. For small angle imaging, the sinc' term can be ignored. As a result, the image
domain ray-tube integration formula essentially consists of the product of two sinc
functions. In the -z (or down range) direction, the sinc function has its maximum at -z=(di-
zi)/2 which is half of the total distance traveled by the ray to the far field measured with
respect to the origin. The width of the sinc function in range is inversely proportional to
thebandwidth. In thex (or crossrange)direction,thesincfunctionhasits maximumat the
x=xi which is the lasthit-point on thetarget. Thewidth of thesincfunctionin crossrange
is inverselyproportional to k00. The role of this two-dimensionalsinc function is very
similar to that played by the "point spreadfunction" in synthetic apertureradars[8].
However, in the presentcontext it shouldmore appropriatelybecalled the "ray spread
function". Under thepresentinterpretation,the image-domainray-tubeformula becomes
quite intuitive. Eachexit ray contributeto theoverall ISAR imageby producingaripple
with its peakat the appropriaterangeandcrossrangelocations. The rangemaximumis
proportional to the half of the total distancetraveled by the ray and the crossrange
maximum correspondsto the cross range hit point on the target. In the numerical
implementation,wewill takeadvantageof thespatialdecaynatureof thetwo-dimensional
sinc function by only updatingthoseimagebinscloseto the peakfor eachray. This will
resultin tremendoustimesavingsover theconventionalmethodwhereeachray conwibutes
to theentirefrequency-aspectplane. (iii) It is well knownthat whenmultiple bounceson
the targetarepresent,the monostaticand bistatic imagestend to differ [9]. Under the
bistatic interpretation,the crossrangecontribution from a multi-bounceray is centered
aroundthelasthit point xi on thetarget.Oneheuristicwayto improvethebistaticimageso
thatit morecloselyresemblethemonostaticimageis to useasxi anaverageof someor all
of thehit point x-coordinatesin (17). Fromournumericalresults,usingtheaverageof the
first andthe last hit points seemsto work quite well. A more rigorousderivationof the
correctmonostaticcross-rangeis currentlybeinginvestigated.
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3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Numerical implementation of eqn. (17) has been incorporated into the SBR-based
code Xpatch3. The implementation strategy is as follows. For a given target, we first
choose a range window [-R/2, R/2] and a cross-range window [-L/2, L/2]. Here the zero
range and cross-range point corresponds to the origin of the target and (R, L) are chosen to
be approximately twice the dimensions of the target. The image plane is then divided into
N equally spaced range bins with binwidth Ar=R/N and M equally spaced cross-range bins
with binwidth Acr=-L/M. The image plane is discretized with grid points:
x m = Acr (m-l) - L/2, m = 1,2 ..... M+I (18)
zn = Ar (n-l) - R/2, n = 1,2 ...... N+I (19)
The binwidths should be chosen so as to ensure proper sampling in the range and cross
range directions. As a general guideline, the range binwidth should be no greater than
(0.15 m) / (bandwidth in GHz) and the cross range binwidth should be no greater than
(0.15 m) / (center frequency in GHz) / (00). Using eqns. (18) and (19) in (17) we arrive
at the desired expression for numerical implementation:
k
%.0(Xm'Z.)=-
7C i rays
d,-z°
(AA),,a, {Ak e -jko(2z"+di'zi) sinc[Ak (Zn+ .__t)] ]
• { 20_0 o sinc[koeo(Xm-Xi)] } (20)
In the implementation once the total distance traveled by the ray di and the last hit point rA
for the i'th ray is obtained following the ray tracing, we can update the image plane
according to the above formula. In practice it is not necessary to update the entire image
plane, since the two-dimensional sine function appearing in the above formula can be
adequately truncated after a few sidelobes. In addition, the sine function is pre-computed
and stored in a lookup table to save computation time. When other forms of ray spread
functionisneeded(dueto different forms of windowing in frequency and aspect), there is
little difficulty in constructing the proper table before the computation is carded out.
Several numerical examples are presented next to demonstrate the accuracy and
speed of the above formula. The ISAR images generated using this technique are
compared to those generated using the conventional Fourier processing of the monostatic
frequency-aspect data. The first example is a rhombic cube. The target geometry is shown
in Fig. 5(a). To generate the ISAR image using the conventional approach, monostatic
scattered field was computed with the frequency scanned from 11 to 16 GHz in 128 steps
and the aspect observed from -6 ° to +6 ° in 128 steps. The angle is measured from the z-
axis in the xz-plane. The ISAR image was also computed using the direct image-domain
ray-tube formula on a 128 x 128 grid. We used the the same frequency window, with the
incident angle set at 0 ° and the bistatic observation window of+12 °. The ISAR images
from the two schemes are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). The target geometry is overlaid on
the images. These two images bear excellent resemblance to each other. The principal
scattering centers corresponding to the three comers are distinctly captured by both images.
In addition, the peak magnitude of the scattering centers are in good agreement to within 2
dBsm.
The second example is a 90 ° dihedral, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The ISAR image was
formed using the conventional approach by computing the monostatic scattered field within
a frequency window of 11-16 GHz in 128 steps and an aspect window of :i: 6 ° (centered
about 35 ° with respect to one side of the dihedral) in 128 steps. The ISAR image was also
computed using the direct image-domain ray-tube formula on a 128 x 128 grid using the
same frequency window and an equivalent kistatic observation window of +12 °. To
account for the strong multiple scattering effects, we used as the cross range the average of
the x-coordinates of the first and the last hit points, as described earlier in Section 2. The
ISAR images from the two schemes are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). Again, excellent
agreement between the two images is observed.
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In the last example, a complex aircraft is considered. The target is an generic
aircraft similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The target model consists of 10,746 planar
triangular facets. To generate the ISAR image using the conventional approach, monostatic
scattered field was computed with the frequency scanned from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz in 133
steps. The angular look window was +3 ° in 124 steps centered about 30 ° with respect to
the nose-on direction of the aircraft (see Fig. 7(a)). The frequency domain data were then
zero-padded and processed to generate the 256 x 256 pixel image shown in Fig. 7(b). Fig.
7(c) shows the ISAR image generated using the direct image-domain ray-tube formula on a
256 x 256 grid for the same frequency window. The incident angle was 30 ° with respect
to nose-on and the equivalent bistatic observation window was + 6 °. We observe that the
image generated by the direct image-domain ray-tube formula bears very good fidelity to
that produced by the conventional method, even for such a highly complex target. Figs.
8(a)-(c) show a different look angle on the same target at 120 ° with respect to the nose-on
direction of the aircraft. Again, the image generated by the direct image-domain method
agrees very well with that produced by the conventional approach.
The computation time to form each image using the direct image-domain method for
the generic aircraft is approximately 4 hours on our Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo R3000
workstation. This computation time is obtained using a ray density of 10 rays per
wavelength and 50 maximum bounces. It is orders of magnitude faster than using the
conventional image formation scheme. To generate the monostatic frequency-aspect data
needed in the conventional scheme, we estimate that it would have taken over 300 hours of
computation time on the Indigo. The actual data were generated on an Intel iPSC/860
hypercube at Sandia National Laboratory. 'There are two factors which give rise to
superior time performance of the direct image-domain scheme. First, the bistatic
approximation allows the ray tracing to be performed for one incident angle only. This
advantage has already been explored in [9]. Second, with the newly derived image-domain
formula, only a small portion of the image plane near the peak of the ray spread function
13
needsto be updatedfor eachray. In thecomplexaircraftexample, to achievea 30-dB
dynamicrangein the ISAR image,only a20x20grid (correspondingto approximately5
sidelobes)needsto be updatedin the imageplanefor eachray, asopposeto the entire
256x256grid. This is in contrastto theconventionaldatacollectionin thefrequency-aspect
planewhereeachraycontributesto everyfrequencyandeveryanglein general.
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4, CONCLUSION
In this paper we derived an image-domain ray-tube integration formula. It was
shown that using this formula the ISAR images of targets can be generated directly in the
image domain without resorting to any multiple frequency-aspect calculations. The
performance of the direct image-domain scheme was evaluated by comparing the ISAR
images generated by using the conventional frequency-aspect approach to those generated
using the new formulation. Excellent agreement was observed between the images
obtained from the new scheme and the conventional approach. The image simulation time
of the new scheme is orders of magnitude faster than the conventional frequency-aspect
approach. The reasons for the time savings are twofold. First, the image-domain formula
takes advantage of bistatic data and does not require calculation of monostatic scattered field
at multiple look angles. Second, the image-domain formula is spatially limited in the
range/cross-range plane and only the contribution near the peak of the ray spread function
needs to be taken into account. The new image generation scheme is limited to small-angle
imaging scenarios and to perfect conducting targets. When these conditions are met, the
tremendous time advantage makes this new scheme the much preferred method for ISAR
image simulation.
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Fig. 1. The Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) method is a high frequency simulation technique
used for predicting the radar cross section of complex targets. Rays are launched from
the incident direction toward the target. The scattered field is computed by summing the
exit ray contributions.
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Target: ............
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k= observation direction
Fig. 2. The ray-tube integration is carded out at the last hit point on the target (point A).
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Fig. 3. In the ISAR imaging coordinate, rays are incident from the -z direction.
The observation directions are centered about the z-axis in the xz-plane.
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Fig. 4. The shaded area S represents the Fourier space data collected under
the bistatic scattering arrangement. The frequency is stepped from kmi n
to kma x and the observation angle is stepped from -0o to 00.
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Fig. 5. The ISAR images of a rhombic cube. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 11 to 16 GHz and a monostatic angular
scan from -6* to 6*.
(a) Target geometry.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-
aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
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_ (b) Conventional frequency-aspect approach
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula
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Fig. 5. The ISAR images of a rhombic cube. The images were generated for a
frequecncy scan from 11 to 16 GHz and a monostatic angular scan from -6°to 6 °
(a) Target geometry.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
(a)
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Fig. 6. The ISAR images of a 90 ° dihedral. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 11 to 16 GHz and a monostauc angular
scan from -6 ° to 6 °.
(a) Target geometry.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-
aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
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(b) Conventional frequency-aspect approach
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula
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The ISAR images of a 90°dihedral. The images were generated for a
frequecncy scan from 11 to 16 GHz and a monostatic angular scan from --6°to 6 °
(a) Target geometry.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
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Fig. 7. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a monostattc
angular scan from -3* to 3".
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-
aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
(b) Conventional frequency-aspect approach
(c) Direct image--domain ray-tube integration formula
dBsm level
Fig. 7. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated for a
frequecncy scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a monostatic angular scan from -3°to 3°
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
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Fig. 8. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a monostatic
angular scan from -3 ° to 3 °.
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-
aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
(b) Conventional frequency-aspect approach
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula
dBsm level
Fig. 8. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated for a
frequecncy scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a monostatic angular scan from -3°to 3°
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Conventional Fourier processing of monostatic frequency-aspect data.
(c) Direct image-domain ray-tube integration formula.
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Abstract We present a fast simulation algorithm for generating the range profiles and
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images of complex targets using the shooting and
bouncing ray (SBR) technique. Starting with the time-domain and image-domain ray-tube
integration formulas we derived previously, we cast these formulas into a convolution
form. The convolution consists of a non-uniformly sampled signal and a closed form time-
domain or image-domain ray spread function. Using a fast scheme proposed by Sullivan
[1], the non-uniformly sampled function is first interpolated onto a uniform grid before the
convolution is performed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. Results for
several complex targets are presented to demonstrate the tremendous computation time
savings and excellent fidelity of the scheme. Using the fast scheme, a speed gain of a
factor of 30 is achieved over the direct convolution in range profile computation and a
factor of 180 in ISAR image formation for a typical aircraft at X-band.
This work is support by NASA Grant NCC3-217 and in part by the Joint Services
Electronics Program.
1. INTRODUCTION
In radar signature applications it is often desirable to generate the range profiles and
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images of a target. They can be used either as
identification tools to distinguish and classify the target from a collection of possible
targets, or as diagnostic/design tools to pinpoint the key scattering centers on the target.
The simulation of synthetic range profiles and ISAR images is usually a time intensive task
and computation time is of prime importance. In this work, we present a fast algorithm to
generate range profiles and ISAR images using the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR)
technique.
The SBR method is a standard ray-tracing technique which is widely used for
predicting the scattering from complex, realistic targets [2]-[7]. In the SBR technique a
dense grid of rays is shot from the incident direction towards the target. Rays are traced
according to the laws of geometrical optics as they bounce around the target. At the exit
point of each ray, a ray tube integration is performed to find its contribution to the total
scattered field from the target. Recently, a closed form time-domain ray-tube integration
formula was derived for the computation of the time-domain response (or range profile) of
a conducting target [8],[9]. This formula gives the explicit contribution of each exit ray in
the time domain. Therefore, by summing the contribution from each ray in the time domain
directly, the overall time-domain response of the target can be obtained without resorting to
any multi-frequency calculations. More recently, we have also extended this formula to the
two-dimensional ISAR plane under the small-angle approximation [10]. The closed form
image-domain ray-tube integration formula gives the contribution of each ray to the overall
ISAR image directly, without resorting to any multi-frequency, multi-aspect calculations.
The major computation time for the SBR technique can be attributed to two parts:
geometrical ray tracing and electromagnetic computation. The latter includes the
computation of the geometrical optics field associated with each ray and the frequency-
domain,time-domain,or image-domainray-tubeintegrationprocedure.For a realisticand
complex target both the ray tracing and electromagneticcomputation parts are time
consuming. Nussbaum[11] and Baden [12] proposed fast schemesto improve the
computationspeedof thefrequency-domainimplementationof theSBRtechnique.In this
paper we apply a fast scheme,proposedoriginally by Sullivan [1], which cuts the
electromagneticomputationtimefor thetime-domainandimage-domainimplementations
of theSBRtechniqueto practicallyzero.
Theapplicationof thefastschemeis basedon theobservationthatthetime-domain
ray-tube summationfor computing the range profile is expressible as a convolution
betweenaweightedimpulsetrainandaclosedform functionh(t):
E(t) = [_ oti 8(t- ti) ] • [ h(t) ] (1)
i rays
In the above expression, E(t) is the time-domain scattered field (the magnitude of which is
the range profile), c_ and tl are the magnitude and delay time associated with the i'th ray and
h(t) is the closed form time-domain ray-tube integration formula derived in [8], [9]. We
shall term h(t) the "time-domain ray spread function." Rather than performing the direct
convolution it is much more efficient to take advantage of the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The major problem is that the weighted impulse train in our problem is not a uniformly
spaced function and hence its FFT cannot be readily evaluated. The scheme proposed by
Sullivan overcomes this problem by interpolating the non-uniformly spaced impulse train
onto a uniform grid before performing the FFT algorithm. As will be demonstrated in the
numerical examples, a tremendous improvement in computation time is achieved using this
scheme. The same idea can also be applied .to two dimensions for the image-domain
implementation of the SBR technique. The Sullivan scheme for the time domain will be
presented in Sec. 2 followed by several numerical examples and timing results. In Sec. 3
the image-domain implementation of the scheme will be described.
2. RANGE PROFILE COMPUTATION
The closed form expression for the time-domain scattered field (or range profile)
from a perfectly conducting target at an observation angle (0,t_) based on the SBR
methodology was derived in [8],[9]. It is a ray sum over the M exit rays and takes on the
form
where
M t
E(t) = e j°_ot Ci(O,_)) (22_)'-c) e c * •
i=l
all rays / <,.d. N• AC°sinc'[A° -_-)] + sinc[ (t- )]t4_ 2 2_z c (2)
c (e,o) = (aA).,,
In the above expression fi is related to the geometrical optics fields associated with the exit
t
ray tube, (AA)_t is the exit ray-tube cross section, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and d i
is the total distance traveled by the i'th ray measured with respect to phase reference at the
origin. The frequency bandwidth of the calculation is assumed to be Ac0 with a center
frequency of COo.
For ease of notation let us introduce the time-domain ray spread function h(t) as:
h(t) = ei°'x't {sinc( 2Z_ t) - J 22_ sinc'( 2A_ t) } (3)
The range profile given in eqn. (2) can then be written in terms of.h(t) as:
(4)
where
E(t) = _ 0t i h(t - --5-)
i rays
Ot i = Ci(0,(_)
4/t c
The SBR implementation of the range profile can now be carded out in two pans. In the
i
first part we shoot rays at the target and determine the parameters ot i and d i for each ray.
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In the second part the time-domain response (or range profile) is updated at N uniformly
sampled time (or range) bins spaced At (or Ar----cAt/2) apart as follows:
i
E(nAt) = _'_ ai h(nAt- -_) (5)
i rays
Since for each ray the range profile has to be updated at N range bins, the total computation
cost of the second part is proportional to NM where M is the total number of rays launched.
For complex targets M can range into the millions and this is clearly a time-intensive
operation. In [9] the decaying nature of h(t) was exploited by truncating it after several
sidelobes. In this manner it is not necessary to update all N range bins. However, this
gain in computation time comes at the price of loss of accuracy.
To illustrate the new scheme let us rewrite eqn. (4) as a convolution between a
weighted impulse train and h(t):
E(t) = ( _ oq 8(t-_)), h(t) (6)
i rays
To evaluate the convolution we can take advantage of the FFT algorithm by finding the
Fourier transform of the two functions and taking the inverse Fourier transform of their
product. The problem is that the weighted impulses do not occur on a uniformly sampled
grid and the FFT of the weighted impulse train cannot be readily evaluated. The scheme
proposed by Sullivan overcomes this problem by transforming the non-uniformly sampled
impulse train into a uniformly sampled one using an interpolation algorithm. To illustrate
the interpolation algorithm let us define the impulse train as
x(t) = _ ai 5(t - ti) (7)
i rays
where ti = di/c is the time of arrival of the i'th ray in the time domain.
transform x(t) into a uniformly sampled impulse train xs(t) given by
We want to
5
Xs(t)= X Oq { Xl 3k_(t-k'At)} (8)
i rays k
in which the original impulse at ti is approximated by a series of K impulses on the uniform
grid about ti. Different orders of interpolation, corresponding to different number of terms
K, were derived by Sullivan to calculate the expansion. The coefficients _k are chosen so
as to decrease the mean square error between x(t) and xs(t). A detailed derivation of 13k is
!
given in [1] and we will only highlight the results forlthe zeroth and first order
interpolation. In the zeroth order interpolation (K=I), the original impulse occurring at
kAt _<ti < (k+l)At is replaced by
_i(t - ti) = 5(t - kAt)
one occurring at k&t:
(9)
In other words, we simply shift the original impulse left to a sampling location. (A slightly
better implementation would be to shift the impulse either left or right to the closest
sampling location.) In the first order interpolation (K=2), the original impulse occurring at
kAt < ti < (k+l)At is replaced by two weighted impulses occurring at kAt and (k+l)At as:
8(t - ti) = (ti- kAt) 5(t - EAt) + ((k+l)At - ti ) _(t - (k+l)At) (10)
At At
Note that the new impulses on the sampling grid are linearly weighted by their distances
from ti. Sullivan generalized this scheme to account successively for higher order
interpolations. Of course, the transformation of the non-uniformly sampled signal into a
uniformly sampled one will always result in some error. One way to decrease the error is
to use a higher order interpolation scheme. But this will result in an increased
computational burden. In fact we can easily see that the computational cost of the Sullivan
scheme is given by KM since for each ray only,K points need to be updated to form Xs(t).
Once xs(t) is found the remaining FFT computations involve only a series of NlogN
operations which, for N<<M, can be considered negligible. An alternative way to
improve accuracy is to decrease the sampling interval At, which is equivalent to increasing
!7--
I
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the number of samples N for a given range extent. Memory permitting, this is the more
appealing choice since it does not add any significant penalty to the computation time.
The implementation of the Sullivan scheme into the SBR range profile computation
is as follows. For a given target we choose a range window R which is roughly twice the
size of the target. We then divide the range window into N equally spaced bins with
binwidth Ar=cAt/2=R/N. The number of bins, N, should be chosen such that the sample
spacing At corresponds to at least five times the Nyquist frequency of h(t), i.e., At <
2n/(5Ao). In the implementation, once the i'th ray is traced we interpolate it onto the
uniform grid. After all M rays have been traced, the function xs(t) is constructed. Finally,
the range profile is computed as,
E(nAt) = FFTI [ FFT[h(nAt)]. FFT[xs(nAt)]] (11)
Two numerical examples are presented next to demonstrate the accuracy and
computation time of the Sullivan scheme for time-domain SBR. The SBR-based code
Xpatch [6],[7] is used in the simulation. For the following examples we use linear
interpolation to construct xs(t) and sample at six times the Nyquist frequency of h(t). The
first example is the target "Turkey." The CAD display of this target is shown in Fig. 1.
The range profile of "Turkey" has been generated using a range window of 95 inches, a
center frequency of 10 GHz and a bandwidth of 4 GHz. Fig. 2 compares the range profile
of "Turkey" generated using the Sullivan scheme and the reference range profile from
performing the brute-force direct convolution of eqn. (5). The reference range profile is
sampled at the Nyquist frequency. The two results show excellent agreement. Figs. 3 and
4 illustrate the results for a generic aircraft. The CAD display of the target is shown in Fig.
3 and the range profiles shown in Fig. 4. A range window of 1150 inches, a center
frequency of 10 GHz and a bandwidth of 2 GHz are used in generating the range profiles.
Again, very good agreement is observed for this much more complex target. The total time
to generate the range profile using the Sullivan scheme takes 1.3 hrs. as compared to 2.28
7
hrs. by direct convolution on a Silicon Graphics Indigo (R3000) workstation. Table 1
shows a breakdown of the computation time for the range profile using the two schemes.
The time to perform the convolution using the Sullivan scheme takes 2 min. as compared to
1 hr. by direct convolution, or a speed gain of a factor of 30. It is evident that the total
computation time of 1.3 hrs. is just the ray-trace time. The time spent on the Sullivan
scheme is essentially zero.
°,'_l
3. ISAR IMAGE GENERATION
The image-domain implementation of the Sullivan scheme is a two-dimensional
extension of the time-domain scheme. The present discussion will closely parallel that of
See. 2. Using a small-angle, bistatic approximation, the closed form expression for the
ISAR image of a target as a function of range (r) and cross range (xr) was derived in [10].
It is a ray sum over M exit rays and takes on the form
M
2k 0 Ak _j2ka(r.ri ) .O(r, xr)- o o Z gi (AA)ezit2
i=l
all rays
• sinc[Ak(r - ri) ] sinc[ko0o(xr - xri) ] (12)
In the above expression, ri=di'/2 is the total range delay of the i'th ray where di' is defined
earlier in eqn. (2). xri is the cross range location of the i'th ray. It can be shown that under
the exact Doppler interpretation xri is simply the average of the cross-range coordinates of
the first and the last hit point of the i'th ray on the target [13]. gi is related to the
geometrical optics fields associated with the i'th ray tube and (AA)exit is the ray-tube cross
section. The k-space bandwidth of the calculation is assumed to be Ak=t_c0/c with center
frequency ko=_o/c and a monostatic angular look window of 0o.
To cast eqn. (12) into a convolution form, we first introduce the image-domain ray
spread function h(r,xr) as:
h(r,xr) = jEkor { sinc(Ak r).sinc(ko0oXr ) } (13)
The ISAR image given in eqn. (12) can then be written in terms of h(r, xr):
O(r,xr) = _ _'i h(r- ri,xr- xri) (14)
i rays
where
2ko0oAk
'Yi = 2 gi (AA)exit
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In theSBRimplementationof theISAR simulationprocesswe first shootraysatthetarget
to determinetheparametersri, xri andYi for each ray. The image plane, which consists of
a total range window of R and a cross-range window XR, is divided into Nr equally spaced
range bins with binwidth Ar=R/Nr and Nxr equally spaced cross-range bins with binwidth
Axr=XR/Nxr. The ISAR image is then formed by updating the Nr x Nxr uniformly
sampled image grid as follows:
O(nAr,n Axr) = _, Yi h(nAr - r i, n, Axr - xri) (15)
i rays
For each ray the ISAR image has to be updated at Nr x Nxr sampling points and the total
image formation time is proportional to NrNxrM where M is the number of rays launched.
In [10] the decaying nature of h(r, xr) was exploited by truncating it after several sidelobes
in order to speed up computation. However the Sullivan scheme is by far superior.
To apply the Sullivan scheme we rewrite eqn. (14) as a two-dimensional
convolution between a weighted impulse train and h(r,xr):
O(r,xr) = ( _z_ Ti 5(r-ri, xr- xri)) • h(r, xr)
i rays
Before performing the above convolution using
dimensional non-uniformly sampled impulse train
the FFT,
(16)
we transform the two-
x(r, xr) = _'_ Yi _(r- r i, xr- xri) (17)
i rays
into a uniformly sampled one
Xs(r, xr) = _ Ti { _ I_k.j_(r" k_', xr- jAxr) } (18)
i rays k,j
by approximating the original impulse at (ri, xri) with a series of KxJ impulses on the
uniform grid about (ri, xri). For the zeroth order interpolation (K=J=I), the original
_ 10
impulseoccurringat kAr < ri < (k+l)Ar, jAxr < xri < (j+l)Axr is simply replacedby one
occurringat kAr,jAxr:
8(r - ri, xr - xri) -------8(1" - kAr, xr - jAxr) (19)
For the f'trst order interpolation (K=J=2), the original impulse is replaced by four weighted
impulses as:
r 2
_(r - r i, xr - xr i) = _ 8(r - kAr, xr - jAxr) + T _5(r - kAr, xr - (j+l)Axr)r (20)
+ _ _i(r - (k+l)Ar, xr - jAxr) + _ _5(r - (k+l)Ar, xr - (j+l)Axr)
r
The distances rl, r2, r3, r4 are shown in Fig. 5 and r = (rl + r2 + I"3 + r4). In other words,
the new impulses have magnitudes which are linearly weighted by their distances from (ri,
xri). Again the scheme can be generalized to account successively for higher order
interpolations at the price of increased computational burden. The computational cost of the
Sullivan's scheme in two dimensions is given by KJM since for each ray KJ points need to
be updated to form Xs(r,xr). Once Xs(r, xr) is found the remaining FFT computations can
be considered insignificant for Nr, Nxr << M. In the simulation, the number of bins Nr,Nxt
are chosen to be at three to five times the Nyquist sampling frequency of h(r,xr). Once the
i'th ray is traced we interpolate it onto the uniform grid. After all M rays have been traced,
the function Xs(r,xr) is constructed. Finally the ISAR image O(nrAr, n Axr) is computed
as
O(n,Ar, n Axr) = FFT2"I [ FFT2(h(n Ar, n Axr)). FFT2(xs(n Ar, n,.Axr))] (21)
where FFF2 and FFT2 "l correspond to respectively to the two-dimensional forward and
inverse FFT.
Two numerical examples are presenti_d next to demonstrate the accuracy and
computation time of the Sullivan scheme for image-domain SBR. In the following
examples we use zeroth order interpolation to construct Xs(r,xr) and sample at four times
the Nyquist frequency. The ISAR images are of the generic aircraft shown in Fig. 3 at two
11
differentlook anglesusingacenterfrequencyof 10GHz anda bandwidthof 2 GHz. The
first setof ISAR imagesaregeneratedat anaspectof 30"asshownin Fig. 6(a). Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c) comparethe ISAR imageof the genericaircraft generatedusing the Sullivan
schemeand thereferenceISAR imageobtainedby direct convolution of eqn. (15). The
ISAR imagegeneratedby directconvolutionis sampledat theNyquistfrequency.Thetwo
imagesshowexcellentagreement.No noticeablevisualdegradationin the imagefidelity
from the Sullivan schemecan be detectedwithin a dynamic range of 40 dB. Fig. 7
illustratestheresultsfor thesameaircraftat anaspectof 120°. Again,excellentagreement
is observed.Table 2 comparesthe breakdownof the computationtime for ISAR image
formation using direct convolution and the Sullivan scheme. The time to perform the
convolution using the Sullivan schemetakes2 rain. ascomparedto 6.33 hrs. by direct
convolution,a speedgainof a factor of 180. It is evidentthat thetotal imagesimulation
time of 1.3 hrs. is just the ray-trace time. The time spenton the Sullivan schemeis
essentiallyzero.
12
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4. SUMMARY
In this paper we presented a fast simulation algorithm to generate range profiles and
ISAR images of complex targets using the shooting and bouncing ray technique. The
scheme is based on the recognition that the form of the time-domain and image-domain ray-
tube integration formula we derived previously can be written as a convolution between a
non-uniformly sampled impulse train and a time-domain or image-domain ray spread
function. The non-uniformly sampled impulse train can be interpolated onto a uniformly
sampled grid using the Sullivan scheme before the convolution is performed by the fast
Fourier transform algorithm. Results for several complex targets are presented to
demonstrate the tremendous computation time savings and excellent fidelity of the scheme.
Using the fast algorithm, a speed gain of a factor of 30 is achieved over the direct
convolution in range profile computation and a factor of 180 in ISAR image formation for a
typical aircraft at X-band.
-d
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Fig. 1. CAD display of"Turkey".
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Fig. 3. CAD display of a generic airplane.
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Fig. 5. The first order interpolation for the Sullivan scheme in two-dimensions. The four
closest neighbors to a impulse occuring at (ri, xri) are updated.
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Fig. 6. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a equivalent
monostatic angular window of 6".
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Direct convolution.
(c) Sullivan's scheme.
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Fig. 7. The ISAR images of a generic aircraft. The images were generated
for a frequency scan from 9.5 to 10.5 GHz and a equivalent
monostatic angular window of 6*.
(a) Target orientation.
(b) Direct convolution.
(c) Sullivan's scheme.
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